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1. For what situation must a customer be prepared when using encrypted ASPs?  

A. Backups of the encrypted ASP take longer to process.  

B. Backups require a tape device which supports encryption.  

C. Tape media used for backups of encrypted data must be of a certain type.  

D. Data stored in an encrypted ASP consume 10‐20% more space than in a non‐encrypted ASP. 

Answer: B 

 

2. What are the rules for compatibility with previous media as it applies to LTO?  

A. Read current generation and previous two. Write current generation and previous one  

B. Read current generation and all previous. Write current generation and all previous  

C. Read current generation and previous three. Write current generation and previous two  

D. Read current generation and previous three. Write current generation and previous three 

Answer: A 

 

3. A third‐party vendor has sent the customer a 3GB update to their product on a DVD. Not all partitions 
which require this software update have access to an optical drive. What is the simplest way to utilize this 
piece of media on all the partitions?  

A. Create an image of the media on the HM 

C. Use the remote install function of IBM Systems Director.  

B. Mount the DVD to a partition with an optical drive. Add an image catalog entry. FTP the created image to 
the other partitions.  

C. Mount the DVD to a partition with an optical drive. Add an image catalog entry. Use QFILESVR400 to 
transfer the image to other partitions.  

D. Mount the DVD to a partition with an optical drive. Add an image catalog entry. Use DLPAR to share the 
IFS directory to the other partitions. 

Answer: B 

 

4. What can be used to manage the power status of iSCSI‐attached Windows servers on IBM i?  

A. Windows Explorer  

B. System i Navigator  

C. iSCSI Management Navigator  

D. Hardware Management Console 
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Answer: B 

 

5. Which of the following supports asynchronous hardware‐based replication?  

A. PowerHA Metro Mirror  

B. PowerHA SystemMirror  

C. PowerHA Virtual Mirror  

D. PowerHA Cross‐site Mirroring 

Answer: A 

 

6. A Power 520 customer has a single‐threaded, I/O constrained application with journaling and 
commitment control. The application is taking longer to process than their overnight batch window 
permits.What is the correct option to improve performance?  

A. Install DiskMagic  

B. Install Solid State Disks (SSDs)  

C. Implement Active Memory Expansion  

D. Implement Capacity Upgrade on Demand 

Answer: B 

 

7. A POWER6 customer is planning a side‐by‐side upgrade to POWER7, and needs to install the 
operating system and LPPs in the shortest time possible while keeping the PTF levels the same on both 
systems. Due to incompatibilities, tape is not an option.Which actions will load the operating system and 
LPPs in the shortest time and ensure the PTF levels are the same?  

A. Use a DVD copy tool to combine the distribution CDs to DVD.Use the DVDs to install IBM i and an image 
catalog to install the PTF groups.  

B. Create a tape image catalog.Use the tape image catalog to create an install image from the current 
system and use the tape catalog to load the new system.  

C. Create install media from the current system including all the current PTF groups and individual PTF that 
have been delivered. Load the new system from the install media.  

D. In SST work with Disk Configuration, create a hot spare drive for the load source drive.Use Disk unit 
recovery to copy the load source disk to the new load source for the POWER7 system. 

Answer: C 

 

8. Which of the following will cause significant degradation of disk performance?  
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A. Rebuild of a RAID set  

B. Excessive ambient temperature  

C. Interactive usage greater than allowed  

D. Cache restart after battery replacement 

Answer: A 

 

9. An HMC‐managed Power 750 system is being planned with two IBM i partitions: Production and 
Test.The Test partition disk will be in the CEC disk bays. A 12x attached expansion unit will be used for 
Production system disk.A SAS attached LTO tape drive is being planned for backup. The customer requires 
that the tape library must be switchable among partitions independently of other system activity.Which of 
the following meets this requirement?  

A. Order an internal tape drive. Configure the Test partition to virtualize the tape drive for the production 
partition.  

B. Order an internal tape drive. Configure the drive as switchable by the HMC. Use the HMC to switch the 
tape between partitio  

C. Order an external LTO SAS attached tape drive and a FC #5903 (PCIe 380MB Cache Dual ‐ x4 3 Gb 
SAS RAID Adapter). Use the HMC to switch the adapter between partitions.  

D. Order PowerVM Standard Edition with the system. Virtualize the tape using VIO Server. Use VIO Serto 
present the virtual tape to the IBM i partitions and to perform device switching. 

Answer: C 
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